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About This Game

What is the meaning of life?
Where are we heading for and why?

It seems like an absurd and pretentious notion. Yet deep inside us these are the
questions we ask.

This game aims to give the player a series of hidden clues in its world in order to lead
him to ponder.

You're not alone in your journey, in fact the spirits you see in the forest are real
players exploring the game with you.
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The VR device is not required in order to play the game.
VIVE and Oculus are the supported devices you can use.

_______

You will discover that the answer to many of life's most profound questions is right within you.

Are we just complicated collections of matter moving in patterns
and obeying to impersonal laws of physics? Or are we part of a great and significant plan?

We ofter feel connected to the universe in some way that trascends the merely physical, whether it's the sense of awe when
we contemplate the sea or the sky, or the love we feel when we're close to someone we care about.

You might feel insignificant in the vastness of the cosmos, and perhaps you become alienated by thinking that your atoms
obey to impersonal laws of physics, but all in all you are personally creating the world at every moment, just by looking at it.

Is there a plan designed by a superior being? Or is it all casual?

We don't know exactly how the universe began, or if it's the only universe.
We don't know the ultimate laws of physics. We don't know how life began or how consciousness arose.

Since our mind is limited and conditioned, our eyes see only a fraction of reality.

Knowledge, like most other things in life, is never perfect.
The problem is that our observations could well be mistaken.

So, are we sure that the world we perceive with our senses is all there is? Or is there something else?

Is there something beyond the physical?
Our most direct and tangible connection to the world around us is through our senses. Though sight and touch we come to

understand.
But there are times when we experience reality at a deeper level, without the intermediation of our senses. How are we to

account for such experiences?

Everyone has his own story and his own vision about life and it changes over time,
but we are all connected to the whole universe.
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Title: Heaven Forest - VR MMO
Genre: Adventure, Massively Multiplayer
Developer:
Fabio Ferrara
Publisher:
Chubby Pixel
Release Date: 10 Dec, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2.4 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTX 570

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: The game runs even without VR devices

English,Russian
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heaven forest vr mmo

It is, what it is.. i really like it but the music drives me insane, can't play longer than 5 minutes...no option to turn it off, or i just
can't find it.. A huge thanks to the Steam Community for making this fantastic and enjoyable game available. I find playing it
both fun and relaxing. Playing Titanic: Adventure Out Of Time brings back many happy memories I experienced while playing
it years ago.. This cheap indie game uses simple but sufficient graphics. It lacks common fps options like sprint, reload, duck
and scoped alternative fire. The game starts pretty good with smooth and satisfying combat. After the first levels the bad things
kick in with platform sections, bullet sponge enemies and difficult tedious boss fights. The game play becomes a chore and no
fun at all. I gave up at the ridiculous difficult end boss. Pity since the beginning was quite promising.

4\/10. It's very cheap so you can take a swing at it.. The point that matters the most...

Is this a fun game? Yes, I like to think that it is and have enjoyed it alot. I've played through all of the "bosses" and have few
tracks left and enjoyed pretty much all of the game.
Is it a Sim? No... It is an Arcade Racer with some Sim settings thrown in.

A quick note... allthough I recommend this game, there are issues with this game that CAN be patched if the developer chooses
to do so.

Now for the longer text....

This takes me back to Screamer Rally game by Milestone long time ago.
It has Sega Rally feel to it so it's nice because it is easy to get into and great when you want to drive few laps when you are short
on time.

There are quite a few tracks and alot more playable cars in this game than I initially thought and was pleasantly suprised the
quality AND their diversity.

Check point game mode is maybe not for everyone, specially since it doesn't give you alot of time to react when it shows where
you need to go.

The mud tracks, not sure what to think about them since it is also connected with the cars that are being driven.
800hp car that is built for such track, sure doesn't feel like it has those hps...

Cars, there are alot of them and different classes but I didn't really feel that much difference between them in the same class.
You unlock the cars but there are no stats to show what is different other than how many horsepowers they have. Would be nice
to include acceleration, top speed and handling in those stats.

Graphics are not spectacular but get the job done. Textures on the cars feel a bit blurry though. Make sure that you turn off the
rain effects since it just shows rain in a straight line no matter where you turn etc...
Also, during the night time driving, Rally cars blast all of their lights in order to be able to see where they are going while in this
game, it feels like they are only using the fog lights, please fix this.

Graphics on the tracks are bit of mixed bag, some are very beautiful while others are just "meh". Wet tracks look awesome
while the mud and few forest tracks are bland and sometimes effects feel out of place.
Water effects could use some work.

Sound... In reality a 800hp roaring V8 sounds in this game like a two-stroke moped that has hit its top speed... down wind... This
can be patched.

Sense of speed, in some tracks, sense of speed is great and can really feel that you are blazing through at high speeds while in
others, even at top speed feels like you are cruising at 50mph. It's a bit of mixed bag.

Physics.... A bit mixed bag here as well... Alot of times, the car feels great on the track and you have sense of good feedback
and control over the car... Other times, it feels like you are in a really fast bumper car and hitting a branch or even hitting a
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bump in the road can send your car flying into the air.
A.I. drivers, on easy modes are actually easy so they are good for beginners while bumping up on harder levels makes you start
fiddling with the car in order to get most of the performance in order to beat them.

Pros:
It's actually quite FUN!
Some tracks are really beautifully done
Physics
Nice variety of cars
Diversity in Tracks

Cons:
Graphic quality is uneven on certain tracks
Textures a bit blurry
Engine sounds
Bumper car physics that sends your car flying in the air for no real reason...

So for me, the pros outweight the cons and I DO enjoy this game.
IT is something I can just pick up and play for a short while whenever I get few minutes of free time and doesn't require long
car setup times. Just press play and go.

. This game has an insane potential!
But....
1.Guns should do more damage. Im so sick using one SMG magazine to take down enemy. It feel like somekind Call of Duty.
Also when you fire a rifle it should be max 1 shot and enemy should be down. I took shot with mosin, distacne was about 25-30
meters and enemy survived the shot and killed me. Huge disappointment!!!!
2. Please remove the killer cam. It really suck. Whats the point of it? Please keep the game hardcore and tactical !
3.Dont mess up your own game dev!!!!! In the end its your money what u wanna earn!
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It's basic, but GREAT! Full price is reasonable, but sale is always a plus. It's a bit of a hand full on take off. 3\/4 power until the
tail lifts, then pour the coal to it. She flies awesome, but there is NO TRIM. I've found she'll climb very well at full power, and
will cruise level at 1,050-1,100 RPM. Don't forget to adjust your mixture at altitude.

Easy to learn, just follow the check lists.

. This game has really cool mechanics.

Despite my lack of gametime, I've learned enough to know this game is pretty cool. You can climb walls, crush people, play user-
created levels, and more. In a nutshell, Goblins and Grottos has a really nice touch to it. It's simple, has its own story, and pretty
fun!. Da Capo was pretty much my first visual novel I've ever read. Seeing it on steam is actually still a big shock to me. Getting
hit so hard by nostalgia vibes from reading returning to Hatsune Island (even if only for a moment). In a general review, it's kind
of hard to describe Da Capo III as anything different from any other visual novel, but in my opinion, it's really easy to enjoy and
love the cast of characters introduced to you: every single character has their own memorable appeal. And for anyone riding on
the "who's the best waifu" train, well... you'll likely have a hard time devoting to just one person simply by reading the common
route.

As for anyone new to the series, Da Capo III is a standalone game. Whether you've seen the anime or played the first or second
game doesn't matter. Da Capo III is setup in a way that will probably make you want to try out the other games, if not, it's a
great visual novel on it's own. #RiccaBestWaifu

Edit: After finishing the true ending, I have to say, there's a really nice amount of easter eggs for anyone who's read Da Capo II.
Overall, great visual novel for veterans and newcomers to the series~. Good, fun, little game. Clean presentation and smart levels
make it an easy recommendation. The game doesn't strike me as being particularly long but I haven't beaten it yet nor do I feel
like I'm all that close. The music could use some additional variance but what is there is pleasant and didn't irritate me. It's an all
around solid package for the asking price (sub-$10).

I streamed this game for a couple of hours and had a couple of folks watching. I think the best indication of this game's quality
is the fact that I said "alright, this is the last level" multiple times just because I couldn't stop going for one more level.. An
apartment management tower-defense game about your resident monsters against humans.
While the idea of being a landlord is enticing the tower-defense part can get incredibly tedious & repetitious since there's not a
whole lot of strategy to use here from beginning to end.

The idea of the tower-defense is just to stop humans from stealing your money and if they get away with it you only lose your
highly expendable tenant should they have died defending the money taken so there's no real fail state. You try and stop the
humans by knocking on the room doors of the monsters of your choosing and IF they're home (which most usually are) they'll
do their tower-defense thing and help kill the intruders.
As you get further into the game you're able to invite specific higher tier monsters depending on what monster race you've been
appealing to or otherwise. To get further into the game & earn faster money though you've got to go do quests from a quest
board. While every quest grants you money there are quests that unlock new monsters for you to be able to have in your
apartment, quests that unlock a new piece of furniture you can buy for your tenants, and main quests that finally allow you to
expand your apartment one floor at a time. The downside to this though is that every quest from side to important are essentially
all the same "stop the humans" only with varying wave numbers and a few human types with soon to be higher stats. Whatever
strategy you had against weaker humans you can do the exact same thing against the stronger humans with stronger monsters in
somewhat bigger numbers because the monsters you get aren't entirely different either aside from the stats when it comes to
being useful in defending.

The landlord simulator part is at least more intriguing. The job is primarily housing interested monsters of your choosing and
appealing to their tastes by adding or improving things in their apartment, sometimes specifically when needed as some
monsters prefer having certain items in the room depending on their race and/or job.
It's a bit more taxing to house monsters when you have a certain race that's disliked by another race living in the same structure.
You can still appeal to both but getting them to all be satisfied in their living quarters would take much longer.
There's a maximum of 3 vacancies per room where each vacancy specifically houses one tenant, that tenant's lover, and those
two's child. So long as one tenant in a room is satisfied and alive they'll eventually find a lover and conceive a child who will
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also grow up for you to take money from. If the child dies another child will be conceived by the parents. If a parent dies the
other parent will find another lover. If both parents die then the grown-up spawn will eventually find a lover of their own and
eventually conceive their own child. I'm not sure what happens if both parents die while the child remains a child. As all the
tenants in one room are old enough they usually find jobs of their own which is supposed to be a good incentive for raising their
rent.
The room upgrading is incredibly bare & simple which leads to a few questionable things. For example upgrading a two-door
fridge apparently grants the room a BBQ set and upgrading that gets it a built-in kitchen. You can buy a tenant a game console
and/or a PC tower for their room but I find it a bit odd that you're not exactly buying it for them but for the room itself, and you
don't even have to buy them a television for the consoles as far as I've seen.
Depending on how fancy a room is and what the current tenant's job is you can adjust rent to their's and your pleasing. Certain
monsters though are less likely to even want to pay rent even if you set it to an incredible low. You can evict them for being
deadbeats, wait a bit longer to see if they come up with the money, or wait for them to run away from paying you.

The game itself sounds better off as an idle-game somewhat but unfortunately alt + tabbing even when the game's a small
window pauses the entire thing. It was pretty nice trying to be a landlord for monsters but with how tediously bland progress is I
can't entirely like the game even for its cheap price.. My favorite Obscure Childhood Character reborn into a pretty damn good
remaster, aside from using all the old models, the Sound effects, Lighting, Water Textures and Shadows were updated and it
looks better than when I played it on the Gamecube all those years ago.

I never really noticed it, but they gave just about every boomerang a New Unique throwing sound effect in this remaster and
while its a fairly small change it still made me smile.
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